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Lisle – A single vehicle accident Thursday afternoon caused the death of a Lisle teenager. Nicole Ping, a 

sophomore at Colonial High School was killed when a car driven by a friend went out of control and 

struck a tree. 

 

 Who, what, where and when (I used a dateline too) 

 Accident first (what happened) - name second (who did it happen to) 

 She “caused the death of a Lisle teenage” then directly state her name. 

 

  “In a flash [the car] was over the curb and then hit my tree so hard I thought it was going to knock it 

over,” said witness Ruth Herwarthe. 

 

 Quote ties to last sentence of lead 

 By her saying “my” I establish she is the home owner what having to write it myself 

 Change “it” to [the car] so quote makes sense 

 AP Style – “Blah,” said Chris Birks. 

 

Ping was not wearing her seatbelt and died from hitting the windshield, according to Lisle Police Chief 

Barry Kopperud. The driver, Anthony Gould, was driving with a suspended licenses and also received 

injuries; a back seat passenger was slightly injured. Gould was arrested and charged with manslaughter. 

 

 More supporting details – safety belts – important, but not as much as the death 

 Paraphrasing police chief and attributing facts to him 

 Charges brought against Gould 

 Maybe use Nicole instead of Ping since father (Ping too) quoted, pub style choice 

 

Friends and family are stunned about the news of Nicole’s death. 

 

 Transition sentence into last quote 

 

“The shock and emptiness are beyond words right now,” said Louis Ping, Nicole’s father. “I don’t 

understand what has happened or why it has happened. I just know life will never be the same.” 

 

 Strong quote to end on 

 Put attribution in-between two quotes, instead of at end. 

 Story flow – Inverted Pyramid with solid transitions 
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